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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
DEVELOPMENT OF A SEMI-AUTOMATED METHODOLOGY FOR
DISCRIMINATING BETWEEN NATURAL AND MANMADE SEISMIC
EVENTS USING THE OIINK SEISMIC ARRAY
Broadband waveforms from the Ozark, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky temporary seismic
array OIINK, a Flexible Array in the EarthScope project, were used to develop
routines to identify and remove mine blast events from a database of local events
and preserve the infrequent, small, natural earthquakes. The approach taken was to
first create a database of all seismic events that were detected by the OIINK Seismic
Array. False-detections, events detected from outside of the project area (approx. 302
thousand square km), and known (i.e. cataloged) local earthquake were also removed.
The remaining in the database were local unknown events. During the Phase III of
the OIINK project, from 2014 through 2015, the array focused on Kentucky. One
month of Phase III waveforms was processed with the Antelope software package to
develop a database of event locations and magnitudes. The discrimination routine was
developed, primarily in Matlab. A cross-correlation routine was developed to identify
mine blasts using waveform correlation coefficient (CC), allowing seismograms to
be grouped into common waveform families. Identification of event families was
more successful when events within particular spatial clusters were simultaneously
examined. As a result, this research focused on six regions that included mining sites
in the area. 244 events were semi-automatically identified as blasts from 351 events
inside the selected areas, this amount represents 70 % of the events analyzed.
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This research is a data management component that makes use of a tempo-
rary regional seismic array. The network called Ozark-Illinois-Indiana-Kentucky
(OIINK), was deployed in coordination with the larger temporary transportable ar-
ray TA (www.iris.edu/USArray/) (Pavlis and Hamburger, 2012). The TA was part
of the National Science Foundations EarthScope (www.earthscope.org) deep earth,
continental-scale seismic imaging initiative designed to better understand the geologic
configuration and processes that define the North American continental interior. The
regional seismic networks acronym, OIINK, is based on the regions covered by the
network: Ozark Dome of southeastern Missouri, Illinois Basin of Southern Illinois
and Indiana, and the Rough Creek and the Grenville Front of Kentucky (Pavlis
and Hamburger, 2012). OIINK was designed as a denser, more focused array to im-
prove the understanding of the tectonic processes and lithospheric configuration of
the “cratonic platform” in the US Midcontinent.
The OIINK network provides the first high resolution models in the continental
interior outside of the dense seismic network coverage in and around the New Madrid
seismic zone. Prior to the OIINK deployment, the most recent tomographic crustal
models available for the Midcontinent have an order of magnitude lower resolution
compared with current models in much of the western United States (Bedle, 2009).
Consequently, to improve the resolution OIINK will provide a framework in which
a patchwork of higher resolution models can be integrated with results derived from
the regular geometry of the array.
Pavlis and Hamburger (2012) describe the OIINK array deployment, shown in
Figure 1.1, to be across four primary geological structures in the central United
1
Figure 1.1: Map of OIINK study area in relation to the USArray deployment, base-
ment structure map, and state boundaries. The black dashed line is the approximate
location of the Grenville Front.The top map shows the geometry of the flexible array
OIINK. Orange and blue circles represent retired stations from phase I and II. Pur-
ple circles with white border are stations from phase III. Red triangles are USarray
stations (modified from Pavlis and Hamburger, 2012)
States: Ozark Dome of southeast Missouri, Illinois Basin of southern Illinois and
Indiana, Rough Creek Graben of western Kentucky,and the Grenville Front of central
Kentucky. More importantly for this study, the area includes four active seismic zones,
the New Madrid Seismic Zone, Wabash Valley Seismic Zone, Ste. Genevieve Sismic
Zone, and Eastern Tennessee Seismic Zone, that dominate the earthquake hazard
models for the central United States (Figures 1.2 and 1.3), as well as a significant
amount of mining and quarry activity, particularly in the Illinois Basin and Eastern
Kentucky (Street et al., 2002)(Fig.1.5). The latter can be a form of contamination of
the former, and requires accurate identification for proper seismic hazard evaluations.
The OIINK broadband seismic network was deployed in three phases between
late 2011 and early summer 2015, and includes 140 seismic stations (Pavlis and
2
Figure 1.2: Map of the study area showing variation in depth of Precambrian base-
ment top (m). Black dots represents instrumentally recorded earthquakes from 1975-
2013 (from CERI catalog), red stars shows moderate-to-large (M > 5) historical
earthquakes in the area. Reelfoot Rift (RR); Rough Creek Graben (RCG); Wabash
Valley Fault System (WVFS); Ste. Genevieve Fault Zone (SGFZ); Ste.Genieve
(SGSZ); Wabash Valley(WVSZ); and New Madrid (NMSZ) seismic zones. Figure
from Yang et al. (2014).
Hamburger, 2012), it covers around 302 thousand square Kilometers, and the av-
erage station spacing is about 25 km. The OIINK array is classified as part of the
EarthScope FlexArray experiment embedded within the TA Array because of the si-
multaneous deployment of both networks (Pavlis and Hamburger, 2012) (Figure 1.1).
The OIINK Phase I was deployed between July 2011 and June 2012, and consisted
of a mix of short-period and broadband stations at 23 sites near the Ozark-Illinois
3
Figure 1.3: Map of the New Madrid Seismic Zone and Southern Appalachian Seismic
Zone also know as Eastern Tennessee Seismic Zone. Figure from AEMA (2016).
Basin boundary zone marked by the Ste. Genevieve fault zone (Fig.1.2). The second
phase concentrated on the Illinois Basin, operating between summer 2012 and late
2013. Phase II upgraded and expanded the broadband network to 70 sites throughout
southern Illinois and southeastern Missouri. In the final Phase III (see red triangles
in Figure 1.4) the entire 70 station array was relocated to southern Indiana and
Kentucky during the fall and winter 2013-2014, and operated through fall 2015.
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Figure 1.4: OIINK Phase III stations represented by red triangles.The USArray sta-
tions employed in this work represented by blue triangles, and stations from other
Networks like IU, NM, NH, US are represented by green triangles.
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1.2 Research Problem and Objectives
In addition to the contemporary seismicity associated with the New Madrid Seis-
mic Zone (NMSZ), Wabash Valley Seismic Zone (WVSZ), and Eastern Tennessee
Seismic Zone (ETSZ) this area of interest in the central United States has a significant
amount of mining and quarry activity, a potential source of anthropogenically derived
seismic event contamination in the database for naturally occurring earthquakes. For
example, Street et al. (2002) reviewed the Kentucky Seismic and Strong Motion Net-
work (KSSMN) recordings for the years 1984 through 1999, and found 46% of the
identifiable events listed as earthquakes in the national and regional earthquake cata-
log, including much of the area covered by the OIINK deployment, were in fact blasts,
or some other anthropogenic related seismic event (e.g. mine bumps) 1. This statistic
calls into question the reliability of the historic catalogs for determining rates of seis-
micity associated with the regional earthquake hazard calculations. Consequently, an
important component for the processing of the large OIINK dataset is the isolation
of signals generated by naturally occurring earthquakes from the significant number
of blasts associated mining and other anthropogenic related activity.
One of the fundamental input parameters associated with calculating the na-
tional hazard maps and the seismic design loads for large civil structures (e.g., dams,
bridges, power plants, pipelines etc.) is an accurate rate of seismicity for an area,
something that can be achieved only if the reported seismic activity in the area has
not been contaminated with anthropogenic events. The potential for contamination
is significant in the study area, because it has been observed from KSSMN records
that several tens of blasts related to the mining and quarrying of limestone and coal
throughout Kentucky occur on a daily basis (Carpenter, 2015 )(Figure 1.5) .
An increase in the number of seismic stations multiplies the number of recorded
1seismic jolt occurring within a mine, often due to the explosive collapse of a wall or one or more
support pillars
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events to be considered. Having said that, discriminating small earthquakes from
blasts is not an easy task, and is particularly problematic in areas where extensive
mining activity produces a large number of events, such as Illinois Basin (Street
et al., 2002). As an example of the consequences of this problem, Yang et al. (2014)
visually scanned data between July 29 and August 17, 2011, where they identified
just 2 natural earthquakes of 771 (or 0.25%) identified local events.
Figure 1.5: Locations of the mines in the study region. Red circles are the coal mines,
yellow circles are the limestone mines, and white triangles represent seismic stations
from the three phases of the OIINK project and USArray. Modified from Carpenter
(2015)
A linear extrapolation of this ratio to three years approximates the anticipated
observational effort. Specifically, it may be reasonable given the local b-values to
expect to record approximately 100 earthquakes; however, given the Yang et al.
(2014) statistics these local earthquakes would exist within a database of consisting
of approximately 40,000 blasts. Furthermore, the majority of explosions occur near
hour or half hour marks creating complicated, interwoven arrivals that can take an
experienced analyst vigorous effort to solve (Carpenter, 2015) .
The primary objective for this research is to use a waveform matching technique
to develop a semi-automated discriminator to separate anthropogenic seismic events
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from natural earthquakes, creating a reliable filter to remove blasts and other noise
signal from the earthquake database. The filter will reduce the time for detecting,
processing and analyzing earthquakes. Furthermore, the results from the work will
not only contribute to the OIINK study by isolating reliable man-made earthquake
waveform data, but will also improve the earthquake catalog used by researchers to
calculate the regional earthquake hazard, particularly in terms of rates of seismicity.
More accurate and timely earthquake information will improve societal understanding
of the overall earthquake hazard and risk in the central United States.
1.3 Regional Geology
General Tectonic Setting
The study area is located in the North American Precambrian craton, described
by Heilgold and Kolata (1993) as a collage of tectonic terranes that formed by lateral
accretion to the preexisting continent Grenville(' 1100 − 980Ma) prior to 1600 Ma
(Fig. 1.6). The footprint of the OIINK array is primarly situated within the East-
ern Granite-Rhyolite tectonic province (Bickford et al., 1986) of this cratonic collage.
The Eastern Granite-Rhyolite Province is bounded by the Western Granite-Rhyolite
Province and Central Plains Province to the west, the Penokean Province and Mid-
continent Rift System to the north, and the Grenville Front to the east. The southern
boundary of the province is defined by the Late Precambrian cratonic margin.
Large-scaled geological and geophysical investigations (i.e., Burke and Dewey,
1973; Ervin and McGinnis, 1975; Hildenbrand et al., 1977; Hildenbrand, 1985; Kane
et al., 1981; Mooney et al., 1983 and Thomas, 1991) have defined the Mississippi
Embayment (ME) as the site of a Late PrecambrianEarly Paleozoic rift complex,
called the Reelfoot Rift (RR). Aeromagnetic and gravity surveys (e.g., Kane et al.,
1981) defined the Reelfoot Rift as an approximately 70-km-wide by 300-km-long
northeast-trending basement depression, which extends from the southern cratonic
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margin into the Eastern Granite-Rhyolite Province, where forms a dog-leg junction
and is truncated by an eastwest-trending Rough Creek Graben (Figs. 1.6 and 1.7).
The Reelfoot Rift is the host geologic structure for the New Madrid Seismic Zone. The
Rough Creek Graben (RCG) is an approximately 110 km-wide by 180 km-long, east-
west trending basement depression joining the Reelfoot Rift and Rome Trough. The
Rough Creek Graben is bound by northern and southern east-striking fault systems
called the Rough Creek Fault System and Pennyrile Fault System, respectively (Figs.
1.6 and 1.7). The fault zones are traced east from the geologically complex juncture
with the northern Reelfoot Rift toward a potential crossing of the Cincinnati Arch
and connection with the Rome Trough (Hickman, 2011). The Rough Creek graben,
unlike the Reelfoot rift, is relatively aseismic (Street et al., 2002).
Figure 1.6: Tectonic provinces of the central and eastern United States (Figure from
Bickford et al., 1986).
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Figure 1.7: Regional structural features of interest in the central U.S. (Figure from
Kolata and Hildebrand, 1997).
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Local Seismic Zones
Wabash Valley Seismic Zone
The Wabash Valley Seismic Zone (WVSZ) is an area of seismicity coincident with
a linear, northeast–southwest–trending band of narrow graben structures that lies
in the Wabash River valley of southern Indiana and Illinois (Fig. 1.8) (Bristol and
Treworgy, 1979; Rene and Stanonis, 1995). Paleoseismological evidence, historical
earthquake accounts, and contemporary earthquake records indicate the Wabash Val-
ley is a significant seismic source zone with an appreciable hazard ( e.g. Street, 1980;
Obermeir et al., 1992; Pond and Martin, 1997; Munson et al., 1997; Pavlis et al., 2002;
Kim, 2003). The pre-instrumental and instrumental evidence has shown that small
to moderate earthquakes occur in an area roughly coincident with the fault system
(Fig. 1.8). The lower rate of seismicity, relative to the New Madrid Seismic Zone,
and historically insufficient seismic network coverage have made correlating seismicity
with geological structure problematic, however. Widespread Holocene paleoliquefac-
tion features (Obermeier et al., 1991; Munson et al., 1997), as well as numerous small
to moderate historical and contemporary seismic events during the past 200 years
(Street, 1980; Pavlis et al., 2002; Kim, 2003) support this notion (Fig. 1.8). The
largest event to have occurred since regional seismic networks were established was
the 09 November 1968 magnitude M5.5 earthquake, located near the deep seismic
profile from McBride et al. (1997), and approximately along the fault systems south-
western boundary. The most recent significant earthquakes include: the M3.9 event
that occurred on 07 December 2000 near the Heusner fault, and the M5.0 earthquake
of 18 June 2002 that was located in close proximity to the Caborn and Hovey Lake
faults, and 18 April 2008 M5.2 near Mt. Carmel, Illinois (Fig. 1.8). In addition
to the contemporary and historical earthquakes, at least eight paleoliquefaction fea-
tures of Holocene age have been recognized in the WVSZ (Obermeir et al., 1992;
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Munson et al., 1997; Pond and Martin, 1997). These inferred events were originally
suggested to have magnitudes as large as M7.5 (Obermeier, 1998). Specifically, cal-
culations based on paleoliquefaction evidence and carbon dating of the largest events
suggested an event of M 7.5 occurred along the Wabash River approximately 6100
+/-100 years BP, and another of M 7.1 occurred 12,000 +/-100 years BP. More re-
cently, Street et al. (2004) suggested a revised magnitude scaling relationship that
reduces the magnitude estimates by 0.6 units.
Figure 1.8: Approximate location of historical and contemporary earthquakes in re-
lationship to fault system (modified from Bear et al., 1997; Woolery, 2005; Woolery
et al., 2009). Dashed circles indicate uncertainty from instrumentally derived epi-
centers (filled circles). Shaded circles represent historical epicenters from individual
investigators interpretation of intensity reports. Blue line represents the deep seismic
profile from McBride et al. (1997).
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New Madrid Seismic Zone
Stauder et al. (1976) first recognized the existence of three linear trends in the
plots of earthquake epicenters in the Mississippi River valley (Fig.1.9). The three
approximately linear trends of enhanced seismicity have focal mechanisms and spa-
tial distributions suggesting an overall right-lateral strike-slip behavior for the two
northeast-southwest segment, and more varied mechanisms, but predominantly com-
pressive (i.e. thrust) behavior, for the central northwest-southeast left step–over seg-
ment (Herrmann and Canas, 1978; O’Connell et al., 1982; Stauder, 1982; Chiu et al.,
1992). These trends of seismicity were named the New Madrid Seismic Zone (NMSZ)
for the frontier community near the epicenter of the cluster of large earthquakes that
occurred in the winter of 1811 and 1812.
Between December 1811 and February 1812, a series of at least three great earth-
quakes accompanied by more than 200 damaging aftershocks occurred in the central
Mississippi Valley near the community of New Madrid, Missouri. The earthquakes in
the main sequence ranged between M7.0 and M7.3 (Nuttli, 1973a, 1982; Street, 1982).
Other researchers (e.g. Johnston and Schweig, 1996) argue for considerably higher
magnitudes (e.g., M8.0), but more recently the magnitudes closer to the original
Nuttli (1973a) estimates have been again suggested (Hough and Page, 2011). Nev-
ertheless, the magnitudes of the largest 1811 - 1812 earthquake sequence produced
damaging intensities at greater epicentral distances than any other documented seis-
mic events on the North American continent (McKeown, 1982). The magnitudes of
aftershocks occurring 5 months subsequent (and to a lesser extent 5 years subsequent)
to the first earthquake were estimated at greater than M 5.0; six events were thought
to have been greater than M6.0 (Street and Nuttli, 1990).
Despite the fact the NMSZ is the most instrumented region in the Midcontinent,
its driving mechanism(s) remains relatively equivocal (Chiu et al., 1992; Johnston
and Schweig, 1996; Pratt, 2012). In addition, ambiguity associated with slip rate,
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total displacement, strain accommodation, and location of related deformation is
problematic for regional seismic hazard evaluations. This has hindered a broad-based
scientific consensus of the hazard, and generated a significant amount of study and
debate (e.g. Pratt, 1994, 2012; Schweig and Ellis, 1994; Newman et al., 1999; Cox
et al., 2000; Van Arsdale, 2000; Tuttle et al., 2002; Calais et al., 2005; Smalley et al.,
2005; Calais and Stein, 2009; Calais et al., 2010; Pryne et al., 2013).
Figure 1.9: The 3 segments of the NMSZ are shown in the dark gray shaded area.
The NMSZ is located primarily inside the Reelfoot rift (heavy black lines) (modified
from Csontos et al., 2008). The structural tectonic features of the Reelfoot rift area
are overlain by the Mississippi embayment sediments (from Woolery and Almayahi,
2014).
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Ste. Genevieve Seismic Zone
The Ste. Genevieve seismic zone (SGSZ) is the seismically active region around
the Ste. Genevieve fault zone (SGFZ) (Heinrich, 1937, 1949; Nuttli, 1973b). Yang
et al. (2014) argue that SGSZ should be treated as a separate seismically active region
instead of the northwestern extension of the NMSZ. The SGFZ is one of the north-
west-trending fault system that runs along the Mississippi River from Cairo, Illinois
towards St. Louis, Missouri (Nelson, 1995; Marshak and Paulsen, 1996, 1997).It is
one of several rift structures and related fault-and-fold zones in the midcontinent
of North America that were active in the late Proterozoic and Paleozoic (Marshak
and Paulsen, 1996, 1997). The SGFZ has been mapped for approximately 190 km (
Nelson and Lumm, 1985; Nelson, 1995; Harrison and Schultz, 2002) and lies along the
northeastern flank of the Ozark Dome and marks the boundary between the uplift
and the Illinois Basin (Nelson and Lumm, 1985) (fig. 1.10), near the division between
the billion-year-old Ozark Dome and the younger sedimentary rock of the Illinois
Basin. It consists of several high-angle faults that were reactivated multiple times
during the Paleozoic era and has included normal-, reverse-, and strike-slip episodes of
displacement (Nelson and Lumm, 1985; Harrison and Schultz, 2002). Recent studies
indicate that the southeastern termination of the fault zone in Illinois includes a small
pullapart basin (Seid, 2013).
The SGFZ fault zone is associated with several kilometers of structural relief,
defined by the depth to Precambrian basement (Buschbach and Kolata, 1991; Dom-
rois et al., 2012). Precambrian basement rocks (1.4 - 1.5 Ga granite and rhyolite)
are exposed at the ground surface in the St. Francois Mountains in the Ozarks of
southeastern Missouri to the southwest of the Ste. Genevieve fault zone, whereas this
basement is at a depth of several kilometers to the east of this fault zone. This relation
suggests that the SGSZ may be the surface manifestation of basement-penetrating
faults on which several kilometers of displacement have accumulated since the Pre-
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Figure 1.10: The Ste. Geneveive Fault System, figure from Nelson and Lumm (1985).
cambrian (Domrois et al., 2012).
In the Ste. Genevieve Seismic Zone, no earthquakes are recorded below a depth
of about 22 km. similar to the distribution pattern in the WVSZ (Yang et al., 2014),
however the earthquakes in the SGSZ are slightly more spatially scattered, extend over
a greater depth range, occur at lower activity levels, and exhibit a rotated principal
stress orientation. This is consistent with the maximum focal depth of 25 and 5 km
for intraplate earthquakes predicted by Chen and Molnar (1983). This indicates a
seismogenic upper crust in contrast to the relatively aseismic lower crust.
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Eastern Tennessee Seismic Zone
The Eastern Tennessee Seismic Zone (ETSZ), also known as the Southern Ap-
palachian Seismic Zone (SASZ) and the East Tennessee Seismic Zone, is a geographic
band stretching 350 km long by 70 km wide approximately (Powell et al., 1994),
subject to frequent small earthquakes and is one of the most active earthquake zones
in the eastern United States (Reinbold and Johnston, 1987) . The extension of the
ETSZ goes from NE Alabama and NW Georgia to 80 km NE of Knoxville, Tennessee,
and from the NW part of the Valley and Ridge in Tennessee SE into the western edge
of the Tennessee Blue Ridge (Fig. 1.11).
The ETSZ is an intraplate seismic zone similar to the NMSZ and considered a zone
of moderate risk. The hypocenters of earthquakes in this zone are probably on deeply
buried faults,it has not produced a damaging earthquake in historical time. The
largest recorded earthquake in this seismic zone was a magnitude 4.6 that occurred
in 1973 near Knoxville.(Bollinger, 1973; Bollinger et al., 1976; Johnston et al., 1985;
Reinbold and Johnston, 1987; Powell et al., 1994).
Long, narrow ridges, generally striking NE-SW, characterize the Valley and Ridge
province which is underlain by Cambrian to Pennsylvanian-aged sedimentary rocks
that have been folded and faulted (Reinbold and Johnston, 1987). The Blue Ridge is
an allochthonous mass of rugged peaks dominantly composed of metamorphic and ig-
neous rocks which range in age from Precambrian to Cambrian and which overthrust
Paleozoic and Precambrian sedimentary strata. Thin thrust sheets of large dimen-
sions typify the structure of the southern Appalachians (Cook and others (1983)).No
active faults are known to reach the surface in the ETSZ region, although the area is
laced with ancient faults that developed as the Appalachian Mountains formed several
hundred million years ago. While many surface and buried faults have been located
in the region, numerous unknown smaller and more deeply buried faults remain unde-
tected,and these all have an ongoing potential for randomly located small-to-moderate
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Figure 1.11: The ETSZ earthquakes from 1966 to 2003, along with several other
larger historic earthquakes, superposed on a digital elevation model of the region.
The black star is the area near Dandridge, Tennessee, where most of the data con-
firming extensive prehistoric damage have been found to date. LTR-Little Tennessee
River.From Hatcher(2012).
earthquakes. Even those faults that are mapped at the surface are poorly located at
earthquake depths. Accordingly, few, if any, earthquakes in the ETSZ can be linked
to known faults, and it is difficult to determine if a specific fault could still slip and
cause an earthquake.
The ETSZ has been a source of moderate seismic energy release for at least 200
years and strong magnitude earthquakes are a possibility. According to Wheeler and
Frankel (2000)the ETSZ is capable of a 7.5 magnitude event . Recurrence of a 5− 6
magnitude event has been estimated at once every 200− 300 years (Bollinger et al.,
1989). The tectonic setting for ETSZ is crustal uplift/compression, as opposed to the
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rifting/downwarp processes seen in the NMSZ. The Valley and Ridge and Blue Ridge
provinces (outlined in Fig. 1.11) are thrust and fold complexes underlain by a master
decollement Powell et al. (1994). The maximum depth to the decollement within the
ETSZ is approximately 5 km Powell et al. (1994); in contrast, the mean focal depth
within the ETSZ is 15 km (Johnston et al., 1985) . Thus, most of the earthquakes
occurred in crystalline basement rocks of inferred Grenville age and are not associated
with the decollemont or the overlying, detached rocks. Focal mechanism solutions
indicate subvertical strikeslip faulting with either right-lateral motion along north-
south striking planes or leftlateral motion along east-west striking planes , consistent
with the regional stress field (Zoback, 1992). Powell et al. (1994) suggested that the
ETSZ seismic activity results from the regional stress field and is coalescing near
the juncture between a relatively weak, seismogenic block (Ocoee block) and the
relatively strong crust to the northwest.
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Chapter 2 Theory
In this chapter it is going to be exposed the mathematical concepts that were em-
ployed in the development of the discrimination method: Waveform cross-correlation
and Hierarchical clustering.
2.1 Waveform Cross-correlation
The main signal analysis tool employed was the waveform cross-correlation tech-
nique. According to (Gibbons and Ringdal, 2006) it is the most efficient signal pro-
cessing method for constructing event discrimination filters. The cross-correlation
coefficient (CC) is the parameter employed to determine the similarity between wave-
forms. A mathematical explanation for this concept is provided using an example
from the subject dataset.
Formulation
Following Gibbons and Ringdal (2006) the notation wN,∆t(t0) is used to denote
the vector of N consecutive samples of a non-zero continuous time function w(t),
where t0 is the time of the first sample and ∆t is the spacing or time step between
samples, T denotes the transpose operation:
wN,∆t(t0) = [w(t0), w(t0 + ∆t), ..., w(t0 + (N − 1)∆t)]T (2.1)




v(tv + i∆t)w(tw + i∆t) (2.2)
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and the fully normalized cross-correlation coefficient is
CC[v(tv), w(tw)] =
〈v(tv), w(tw)〉N,∆t√
〈v(tv), w(tv)〉N,∆t ∗ 〈v(tw), w(tw)〉N,∆t
(2.3)
The coefficient CC will always lie in the interval [−1, 1] with the extreme value
occurring only when one of the time-series is an exact multiple of the other. i.e.
wN,∆t(tv) = αwN,∆t(tw) (2.4)
with the sign of CC being the same as the sign of α. A high value of CC indicates a
high degree of waveform similarity and a low value indicate little similarity. Generally,
observed physical data of CC = ±1 rarely happens.
Figure 2.1 shows an example of the cross-correlation calculation for two waveforms
extracted from our database, both waveforms have a time length of 50 seconds, they
belong to two different blasts detected in the same station in the vertical component.
Correlation works by comparing both waveforms in different positions of the time axis
moving one with respect the other and obtaining the correlation coefficient for every
sample. For a sample rate of 40 samples per second, the total number of positions
will be 2000 or the double time of the time series minus 1 sample, in this case the
length will be around 100 s. However, changes in the time window length showed
only a minor influence on the correlation coefficients (Appendix C). The maximum
cross-correlation coefficient will occur in the position where both waveforms have the
most similar behavior in peaks and valleys. It is noticeable in the example that the





Figure 2.1: Cross correlation of two waveforms from events in the blast database,
showing the vertical component for station USIN detected on 04/11/14. top: wave-
form from event at 14:19 hr. center: waveform from event at 17:21 hr. bottom:
Cross-correlation of the two waveforms above.
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2.2 Multiple waveform cross-correlation
In order to cross-correlate effectively the amount of waveforms in the database, a
GISMO (Thompson and Reyes, 2016a)(section 4.2) algorithm was developed to process
large datasets. It will cross-correlate each waveform in the dataset against all other.
To illustrate the explanation, a dataset of six waveforms from six different events and
the same station will be cross-correlated and shown as example (Fig. 2.2).
Figure 2.2: Six waveforms from events in the blast database, detected by station
KF28. They will be employed in the multiple waveform cross-correlation example.
The first step is to transform all waveforms into the frequency domain.. The
first frequency-domain waveform is then multiplied against every other waveform,
this is equivalent to convolution in the time domain (Buurman and West, 2006) .
The second waveform only needs to be multiplied by the third and subsequent.This
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procedure populates the initial matrix entries with the remaining elements defined
using a symmetrical argument.. The resulting cross-correlation series are transformed
back to the time domain, where second-order polynomial interpolation is used to
estimate the subsample maximum cross-correlation value. The maximum of the cross-
correlation is normalized, following convention, to the scale of -1 to 1. The maximum
value and its associated lag time are saved into n by n matrices, where n is the number
of traces. Hereafter we refer to the normalized maximum of the cross-correlation
function as simply the correlation value or CC, also the matrix that summarizes all
waveforms coefficients is going to be the similarity matrix(CM) or cross-correlation
matrix. The lag values are used to align the traces in time.

A B C D E F
A 1.0 0.7118 0.6294 0.2664 0.5846 0.5761
B 0.7118 1.0 0.5262 0.3182 0.4909 0.5408
C 0.6294 0.5262 1.0 0.2789 0.7034 0.6917
D 0.2664 0.3182 0.2789 1.0 0.2031 0.2487
E 0.5846 0.4909 0.7034 0.2031 1.0 0.8504
F 0.5761 0.5408 0.6917 0.2487 0.8504 1.0

(2.5)
The matrix with the maximum cross-correlation coefficient for waveforms in figure
2.2 is presented in equation 2.5, every event was assigned with a capital letter to
simplify the description. In figure 2.3 the similarity matrix for all events from the
example is shown, chronologically left to right and top to bottom, with one pixel
for each pair of waveforms. The matrix is symmetric with unity on the diagonal,
and just shows the value of the maximum cross-correlation coefficient (CC) for every
pair of waveforms, not reflecting the great amount of correlation values calculated to
construct this matrix.
However, within this dataset, there are some clusters and time patterns presenting
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Figure 2.3: Cross-correlation matrix of the waveforms in figure 2.2 example.
different levels of similarity. For that reason, the next step is to identify clusters using
a hierarchical clustering method similar to that used by Rowe et al. (2002).
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2.3 Hierarchical Clustering
Cluster analysis is the process of classifying objects into subsets that have meaning
in the context of a particular problem. The objects are thereby organized into an
efficient representation that characterizes the population being sampled (Jain and
Dubes, 1948).
Among the clustering techniques, there are two categories: hierarchical clustering
and partition clustering. Categorizing objects in to a hierarchy similar to a tree-
like diagram (dendrogram) is known as hierarchical clustering. There is apparent
overlapping (or subset structure) among the groups. On the other hand, partition
clustering will construct non-overlapping groups (Teknomo, 2009).
Hierarchical clustering seeks to build a hierarchy of clusters; more specifically,
the goal of such algorithms is to produce a sequence of nested clusters, ranging from
singleton clusters of individual points to an all-inclusive cluster.
Clustering will group objects based on distance or similarity. It is a method of
unsupervised learning where the computer will categorize objects into groups. The
user specify the rule of clustering in term of how is the distance computed and how
the distances between clusters are computed. Strategies for hierarchical clustering
generally fall into two types:
Agglomerative is a ”bottom up” approach: each observation starts in its own
cluster, and pairs of clusters are merged as one moves up the hierarchy. Divisive is a
”top down” approach: all observations start in one cluster, and splits are performed
recursively as one moves down the hierarchy. The agglomerative approach was the




Hierarchical clustering gather data over a variety of scales by creating a cluster
tree or dendrogram. The tree is not a single set of clusters, but rather a multilevel
hierarchy, where clusters at one level are joined as clusters at the next level. This
allows the user to decide the level or scale of clustering that is most appropriate.The
dendrogram makes it possible to specify the cutting point to determine the number
of clusters.
Figure 2.4: Cross-correlation matrix example
To construct the dendrogram, all events were linked on the basis of their corre-
lations (Fig. 2.4 ). Branches within the hierarchy are joined at nodes whose height











where Cp,q is the mean correlation between the n
th events in groups p and q. These
links may be between individual events or between clusters of events, depending
solely on which linkage has the highest mean correlation. The formation of discrete
clusters is then just a matter of selecting branches from the hierarchical cluster tree.
Appendix B presents a step-by-step example of dendrogram construction.
Because the correlation value is influenced by the trace length, filter parameters,
and frequency content of the waveforms, the choice of correlation threshold is some-
what arbitrary, for example Buurman and West (2006) selected a threshold of 0.8
based on visual inspection. The value 0.7 was employed in the studies from (Pe-
tersen, 2007) and also in Green and Neuberg (2006). Groups of similar waveforms
will be refer as clusters or families.
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Chapter 3 Methods
3.1 Antelope and the seismic data processing
The dataset used to develop the discrimination procedures was from Phase III
of the OIINK project (Fig. 1.4).The seismic processing software, Antelope (BRTT,
2016) was used to process these data because it organizes metadata, seismic wave-
forms, event detections, earthquake arrivals, and earthquake parameters in a rela-
tional database system. In addition the tables are ASCII format, which allow easy
editing and analysis by other software (e.g. Matlab, Excel, and Python). Antelope
has libraries that allow the user to work with languages such as Perl, Matlab, C,
FORTRAN, TCL/Tk, and Python. The modules in Antelope provide applications
for detecting events; associating detection with geographical locations, and relocating
events. All of these functions can read and write from the database tables (BRTT,
2016).
For initial analysis and development, we processed one week of OIINK Phase III
data. Subsequently, we applied our methodology to one month of continuous Phase
III recordings.
For the development of a discrimination method, the task flow (Figure 3.1) is
divided in two parts. The first one includes all the seismic processing steps to generate
a database of local events including detection, association, clean-up, relocation and
magnitude calculation. The second part is dedicated to the discrimination method
developed to automate the blast identification . In every step of the process a group
of events will be separated related with their nature.
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart of the main steps followed to discriminate blasts from earth-
quakes. There are two main parts, seismic processing includes: detection, association,
clean up, relocation, and magnitude calculation. The second part presents the corre-
lation method, every main step identify and classify a group of events.
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3.2 Antelope Processing Scheme
Starting with the waveform data, we present a flowchart (Figure 3.2) of the pro-
grams used in a generalized procedure to detect and locate seismic events. A brief
description of the application and the content of the tables is given for every process
produced along with the database tables created by the routine. The first step is
related to identifying potential seismic arrivals, detections, using an algorithm for
the ratio of the Short Term Average (STA) over Long Term Average (LTA) (i.e.,
STA/LTA) of the seismic signal. The detections were next processed through a
grid associator to link them with geographic hypocenter locations. After removing
poorly-associated and spurious events from the database, the last step is to relocate
the hypocenters using a Gauss-Newton relocation scheme (an iterative least-squares
technique for earthquake location Thurber, 1985), allowing events to move from the
grid-locations to best-fitting 2D locations in a least-squares sense.
Figure 3.2: The flowchart shows the Antelope application used to create a database
of preliminary locations in a progression(red box), describes the application and its




The Antelope detection module, dbdetect compiles a list of candidate arrivals,
looking for instances of high signal to noise ratios (potential earthquake arrivals) in
the waveform data, that are then classified as detections. The module runs short-
term-average/ long-term-average (STA/LTA) detectors across filtered data files, and
adds detection records to the detection table for all STA/LTA ratios that exceed a
minimum threshold of 3.5. Each record in this table contains the site name, the
time of detection, the signal-to-noise ratio for that detection, and other attributes.
An illustration of the way dbdetect determines a detection is presented in Figure
3.3. The variation of detections by project day and the number of operation stations
operating each day is showed in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.3: Calculation of a detection by dbdetect. From the three traces plotted
in the top panel, green trace is filtered time-series data; orange trace is short-term
average, STA(t), of the filtered data; light blue trace is the long-term average, LTA(t)
of the filtered data. In the lower panel, ratio l(t) is the ratio of STA(t) to LTA(t)
(STA/LTA). A detection is declared when ratio l(t) rises above a threshold value
(black line) and is sustained for a minimum time window before falling below another
threshold value (gray line).Modified from (Carpenter, 2010).
Antelope allows the user to observe waveforms of a database using the dbpick
module. With dbpick the user can navigate in the database ordered by time and
stations, when a detection was run in the database, Antelope will show the detection
time as a red bar in the time series (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4: Semilog plot of record counts of OIINK Phase III data for each network
operation day from April 11 to May 10 of 2014. The blue line represent the number
of detections made from those waveforms each day. The red line shows the number
of stations at which a detection was determined each day.
Figure 3.5: Antelope module dbpick detection example. Time series for 4 different
stations in the OIINK network presenting time detections as red bars.
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3.4 Association
The module name to create events from detections using a grid associator is
dbgrassoc. This module uses travel time grid files, which consist of travel-times
calculated from each grid node to each station (the module ttgrid was employed to
construct the grids), to group or associate sets of detections that occurred at stations
and at times consistent with travel-times from a particular grid node, or candidate
hypocenter. The grid densities were selected based on station spacing (explained in
Appendix A). Three travel-times grids of varying grid-node density and spatial extent
were generated to discern between different kind of events, teleseismic, regional and
local. The local grid employed the Hamburg velocity model (Hermann and Ammon,
1996)( Fig. 3.6), appropriate for the central US region. The IASP91 model (Kennett
and Engdahl, 1991) (also in figure 3.6) was used for the regional and global grids.
The Hamburg model has more detailed division of the different velocity layers
of the crust, and IASP91 is useful for a greater region where there is less need for
detailed velocity changes with depth. Also, the Hamburg model has higher velocities
for the first 3 to 20 km of depth; this would affect predicted travel time for phases from
shallow events like blasts, on seismograms of quarry blast the Rg phase is prominent
and Rg displacement is essentially confined to upper 5 km of the crust (Kafka, 1990).
The local grid definition uses grid nodes spaced at 5 km (see Appendix A), and the
regional grid has nodes at approximately 22 km or (0.2 degrees). The layout of the
local travel-time grid and the OIINK phase III station locations is shown in figure 3.7,
The local grid covered a region of 7◦ by 3.5◦ around the center of the network. The
regional grid is shown in figure 3.8 and covered 20◦ North-South by 20◦ East-West.
The teleseismic background grid is not shown, but included the entire earth.
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Figure 3.6: The Hamburg velocity model was developed for the central United States
crust. The blue line represent the P wave velocity change with depth, the red line
represent the S wave velocity change with depth. The IASP91 velocity model was
used for constructing the Regional and Teleseismic grids. The green line represents
the P wave velocity variation with depth, and the orange line represents the S wave
velocity variation with depth.
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Figure 3.7: The local grid to associate local events, it has a 5 km space between nodes.
Red triangles represent the OIINK Phase III stations (XO). Yellow triangles represent
USArray stations(TA), and purple triangles represent other networks stations.
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Figure 3.8: The regional grid to associate regional events, it has aproximately 22 km
space between nodes. Red triangles represent the OIINK Phase III stations (XO).
Yellow triangles represent USArray stations(TA), and purple triangles represent other
network stations.
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Subsequently, all detections are passed through the grid associator which extracts
subsets of the detections that correspond to events located at the travel-time grid
nodes, based on travel times to the corresponding stations. For an individual subset,
the extracted detections whose times fit the arrival times predicted by the corre-
sponding grid node are associated with that grid node, then the information (grid
node’s geographic location, the arrival times, stations, distances) are saved in the
different database tables (origin, assoc, arrival, event). Figure 3.9 illustrates how the
grid associator process sets of detections and the steps followed for each node of each
travel-time grid.
1. Gather a set of detections within a time window defined by the process time
window parameter. This is the time window in seconds that will be used to
assimilate the internal candidate pick list. It should consider the total phase
moveout time difference between the closest grid source node-station distance
and furthest grid source node-station distance for all grids. Panel A from figure
3.9 shows an example of detection that will be associated.
2. For all nodes in all travel-time grids:
i) Relate the travel time P and S phases calculated with the travel-time grid,
with an arrival at each station in the set of detections and reduce the
detection time by the travel time between the node and corresponding
station. Figure 3.9 panel B shows the calculated phases arrival, for P
phase in blue and for S phase in white.
ii) Determine the number of arrivals that cluster together (the field ndef in
the table origin will record this value) within a threshold time-window
(cluster twin). In Figure 3.9 panel C the resultant clustered arrivals are
shown, for this example are four detection.
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Figure 3.9: Schematics of the association process modified from Carpenter (2010).(A)
There is a subset of five detection represented as red bars in three time line axes of
three stations, labeled with the station name at left. (B) Detections at each station are
reduced by P-travel-time in blue and by S-travel-time in white, and plotted on time
axes. (C) These reduced detections for each travel time phase are put in a reduced
time list. Three detections(two from KH32 and one from KH34) cluster after being
reduced by P-phase-travel-time, and one detection (from KG31) clusters after being
reduced by S-phase-travel-time. Finally, four detection cluster within cluster twin
seconds for this example.
3. For the node with the most detections clustered within cluster twin (figure
3.10), if the number of clustering detections is greater that or equal to a mini-
mum threshold (6 in our case), nsta thresh, then new indices (IDs) are created
for this event and the following changes are made to database tables: the table
event is populated with event IDs, the table origin is populated with event
IDs and geographic location of that node and will assign an origin ID for that
information, the table arrival is populated with arrival IDs and the subset of
clustering detections, including time and station name. The arrivals are associ-
ated with the origin in the assoc table which is populated by arrival and origin
IDs.
4. Remove the subset of associated detections from the original list, and recursively
process the list until no additional events can be extracted.
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5. Gather the next set of detections and repeat.
Figure 3.10: Schematics of the selection of a node (modified from Carpenter (2010)).
A portion of the local grid is presented and the number of clustering detection from
the stations in the area (white triangles) associated with every node is presented in
red. For this case the node in the center is selected because it has the greatest number
of associated arrivals in the region, then the geographic location of the central node
with a red circle, would be used as the hypocenter of this event and database tables
would be populated with event and arrival data if nsta thresh is less than or equal
to six.
It is important to mention that an origin is one of the many hypotheses of the
actual location of an event, but is possible to have more than one origin associated
with an event because of the iterative process of selection of candidate arrivals (see
Appendix A), for example if an earthquake is divided, or two grid-nodes have the
same number of stations associated. Although the associator will define just one of
them as a preferred origin for an event, based on the number of defining arrivals ndef
associated with that origin, the one with the largest number of defining arrivals will
be selected as prefor, or the one with lower SDR in case of two origins with the same
number of defining arrivals.That preferred origin will be written in the event table.
dbpick makes it possible to observe the arrivals and different phases produced
after the association process. Figure 3.11 shows the same event and stations from
figure 3.5 with the associated arrivals and calculated arrival phase times.
Thirty days of continuous data were processed for the time period between 04/11
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Figure 3.11: Waveforms from figure 3.5 in dbpick with arrivals and calculated arrival
phase times, after dbgrassoc application. Red flags are P and S associated phases,
gray bars represents theoretical calculated phases.
/2014 and 05/10/2014, yielding 803, 848 detections. From these detections, dbgrassoc
associated 1, 793 origins and 1, 449 local events. Local events are plotted in figure
3.12 within the OIINK project Phase III influence area.
Figure 3.12: Local events generated by dbgrassoc for a 30 days period, within the
OIINK Phase III network influence area. Local events are plotted as red dots. Seismic
stations are yellow triangles.
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3.5 Clean up
The resulting database from the grid-association processing contained problems
that needed to be solved using post-processing routines and quality-parameter criteria
in order to obtain a database with the minimum of spurious noise, and containing
only reasonable event locations as much as possible. To this end a series of MATLAB
functions were employed that act as filters, designed to be executed in a progression,
to remove spurious arrivals and/or events from the database.
The MATLAB function prelim loc cleaup.m developed in Carpenter (2010) was
applied to the dbgrassoc solutions. This program applied a series of three tests to
each origin (reading the associated arrivals for a particular origin ID) in the database,
and if the origin failed to pass all the three tests, it was removed from the input
database (see appendix C).
The program works on a subset of the database for origins with a minimum
number (min sites) or fewer defining arrivals., These origins were more likely to have
problems because origins with few arrivals have more degrees of freedom, and they
are less constrained reducing their location precision. The parameter used for tests
carried out by this filter are: the input database(dbin), the search distance around a
station (max d), min sites, the ouput database (dbout), and the origins calculated
in the association process ( pf orids). Origin testing is based primarily on arrival-
site density: for an origin to be considered reasonable, and retained in the original
database dbin, the routine looks for a defined minimum number of arrival-recording
sites within an area defined by a maximum radial distance distance max d.
If an event fails the first two tests from prelim loc cleaup.m, all arrivals are
searched to see if there is a possible combination of min sites stations with associated
arrivals that cluster within max d. To determine this, each station with an associated
arrival is treated as the first-arrival station and a count is made of all stations within
max d of that station. If there is any station for which there are min sites stations
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recording arrivals within max d, the event passes this test.
Figure 3.13: Local events in one month database after cleaning up the database, from
04/11/2016 to 05/10/16 around the OIINK Phase III network. Events are plotted as
red dots. Seismic stations are yellow triangles. Compare the result with figure 3.12.
From the 1,793 initial origins the routine removed 488 spurious origins, keeping in
mind an origin is one of the possible geographic locations for an event, but just one
of them is selected as preferred origin. A total of 1,120 events passed the tests with
1,305 origins. Figure 3.13 shows the events for April 2014 after the clean up process,
to compare with the initial events from figure 3.12.
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3.6 Remove close-in-time events
The associator dbgrassoc sometimes subdivides arrivals from one real seismic
event(e.g. mine blast) and creates two events or origins in the database. It is then
possible to find events with similar origin times which could interfere with each other
in the application of the next routines that use the origin time information. For
example, origin times (ot) from two events from January 11 of 2014, ot1 (Figure 3.14)
and ot2 (Figure 3.15) in the database are very similar ot1 − ot2 = ∆t < 60 seconds,
then the subsequent processing routines, i.e. the cross-correlation routine, operates
on both of the same event waveform segments, and considers them to be distinct
seismic events, because they have very similar predicted seismic phase arrival times.
The solution took the event with a lower ndef to be placed in another database for
later analysis without interference of the higher ndef event.
The correlation analysis time windows developed in the next chapter, use between
50 seconds and 90 seconds to capture sufficient signal from an event in one station. A
time-window of 60 seconds was determined to be appropriate to exclude the close-in-
time events. Therefore, if two events have origin times less than a minute in difference,
the one with lower ndef will be moved to another database for a separate analysis.
Most of the 102 events that were separated using this filter were the effect of some
problems in the database, like the division of an event in 2 different events by the
associator, the misidentification of P arrival as S arrivals, some spurious events that
persisted in the database after the preliminary clean up. Figure 3.16 shows the event
map after excluding the close-in-time events. The remaining events in the database
total 1,018.
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Figure 3.14: Event ot1 from the month database. Compared with event ot2 (Fig
3.15). Red squares in the figure represent P or S arrivals and the white lines shows
the predicted time travel for the stations in the event. It is noticeable that the
waveforms are disordered in time and the defining arrivals are just six, also the first
arrival is very far from the rest of the group. The time window is 2.5 minutes and we
can see that effectively this arrivals belongs to event ot1 and they were associated in
a wrong way. Then, this is an spurious event.
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Figure 3.15: Event ot2 from the month data base. Compared with event ot1 3.14.
Red squares in the figure represent P or S arrivals and the white lines shows the
predicted time travel for the stations in the event. Compared with event ot1 this
event waveforms are better aligned with the predicted travel times, they are P and S
arrivals, and also they are showed in the same time window as event ot1. In this case
we can observe that this is the best candidate to be the real event.
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Figure 3.16: Local events after excluding the close in time events from the database
with lower ndef , to be analyzed later.
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3.7 Relocation
After removing from the database the majority of spurious origins/events to a
different database, the Antelope module relocate was employed to repositioning
events using the Gauss-Newton method (GN). The GN method is an iterative process
that calculates the residuals, using arrival times and a velocity model for a trial origin
time and hypocenter, until the root-mean square (RMS) of the residuals is no longer
reduced 1.
We can observe in Figure 3.17 that relocation allows the event locations to shift
off the finite-grid positions, and have a more realistic locations. Before relocation,
the database contained 109 teleseismic events and 16 regional events; those events
were not included in the relocation in order to process just local events. From the
remaining events, eight of them couldn’t be relocated because they did not have
enough information in some of the defining arrivals. The total number of relocated
local events was 885.
1Given a set of arrival times and a velocity model the residuals ri = (τ
obs
i − τ cali ) are cal-
culated, for station i = 1, .., n, and the Jacobian matrix A from a trial origin and hypocenter,
χ0 = (t0, x0, y0, z0)
T . The adjustment vector: δχ = −[ATA]−1AT r is solved and applied repeatedly




Figure 3.17: (a)A closer view of figure 3.12 showing the Indiana mines region to notice
the geometric distribution of the origins. (b) The same region in (a) after relocation,
to show location of the origins that shift off the finite-grid location.
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3.8 Magnitude determination
The last regular method applied to the database of local events, was the calculation
of the event magnitudes. The Antelope program dbevproc is a generalized event
processor employed to calculate or estimate local magnitudes (ML) for all events
in the database. The program assigns magnitudes using the computational class
Mlrichter2. It also uses the attenuation factors for the calculation of the maximum
Wood-Anderson-equivalent amplitude within the waveform, including S arrivals.
2A computational class is a set of problems that can be solved by an abstract machine M using
O(f(n)) of resource R where n is the size of the input(Inmerman 1984)
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Chapter 4 A Method for blast discrimination
4.1 Waveform Matching
The identification of blasts in the database of local events was developed using
a cross-correlation method (section 2.1) developed to look for events with similar
waveforms, first analyzing events recorded in one station and later comparing with
the other stations correlation results.
GISMO suit (Thompson and Reyes, 2016a) is a MATLAB toolbox employed to
develop cross-correlation programs applied to local events database. GISMO was
selected because it contains a set of routines that handle waveforms, and a specific
correlation package to analyze similar waveforms with matrix tools, also allows to
work with diverse seismic information file formats including Antelope and SAC.
4.2 GISMO utilities
GISMO toolbox was developed for seismic data analysis built on a common platform
for different seismic file formats and environments (Thompson and Reyes, 2016a). It
provides a framework that reduces the development time to construct codes around
waveform data, and can evaluate a large number of waveforms simultaneously. GISMO
is compatible with different seismic data formats such as DMC, SAC, Seisan, and
Antelope, and allows multiple formats to be imported functioning on multiple systems
to develop compatible codes.
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The important parts of the discrimination method are the functions developed
in Thompson and Reyes (2016b) along the functions constructed for this work. The
GISMO version for those tools are the MATLAB functions xcorr and linkage adapted
for multiple waveform cross-correlation and dendrogram construction.
In order to understand the algorithms for this work, figure 4.1 summarizes the
main features and displays an example for illustration purposes. First, a group of
waveforms is selected from different events and different stations (Figure 4.1a). It is
important that the time window is the same for all the waveforms; ninety seconds was
used for this example. Subsequent to the selection of a group of waveforms, they are
cross-correlated in ascending time order and in pairs. GISMO selects just the higher
cross-correlation index for every waveform pair, and writes it in a similarity matrix
(CM matrix) (Figure 4.1b), using different color assignments for differing CC values,
; they can vary between blue (0) and brown (1). The CC will help to identify similar
waveforms. GISMO also calculates the value of the lag for the correlation coefficient,
which assists with aligning similar waveforms in a relative time axis.
A dendrogram displays the hierarchical organization of neighboring waveforms
based on the CC matrix components as a measure of the similarity between two
waveforms (see section 2.3), and then groups them in clusters or families- i.e. wave-
forms with similar CC would be considered a family. The number of clusters or
families obtained is defined by a threshold parameter called cluster index, or family
index (FI) to distinguish groups of similar waveforms from event origins with similar
locations (which are also called clusters). This parameter cuts the dendrogram in a
value of FI to observe the behavior of branch grouping for that value. The FI ranges
between 0 and 1.
Figure 4.1c shows example waveforms from four events recorded at the same four
stations. Two values of FI result: for FI = 0.5 there are 6 branches with similar
waveforms, and for FI = 0.8 the number of branches is reduced to two. Family 2
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has 9 members. In Figure 4.1d, the 9 members are plotted to effectively demonstrate
they are composed of similar waveforms.
It is important to notice that GISMO uses by default the DTO values (see Appendix
C) instead CC values to construct the dendrogram, then for a high value of FI the
diversity of waveforms in a family is high because it is selecting low cross-correlation
index values, in the other hand a low FI will show less diversity in the waveforms and
almost identical waveforms are going to be selected in every branch, in the extreme
case there will be the same number of families as waveforms.
4.3 Cross-correlation coefficient threshold selection
The classification of events into groups with similar waveforms requires a threshold
correlation coefficient, ψ, that separates events within a particular waveform family
from all others. The election of ψ is a trade-off between classification accuracy and
event diversity. If the parameter ψ is chosen very low, waveforms which have slightly
different structure can be classified into one group; if ψ is chosen too high, poor
signal-to-noise ratios lead to many family members not being classified at all (Green
and Neuberg, 2006).
In order to define the adequate value to use in the rest of the analysis for the
threshold correlation coefficient ψ, an adequate value was defined after doing tests
with different values of ψ: 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8. The tests were applied for different
stations. Although, the response of the different stations was diverse, in a general
sense a threshold ψ of 0.7 was selected because this value excludes waveforms not
related with the family, but preserves a good number of waveform selected without
being too restrictive. This is shown in the example of Figure 4.2. The value of ψ = 0.5
allows some noisy and different from the rest waveforms. A ψ = 0.6 coefficient
does not reduce the presence of waveforms not visually related with the family in
observation. On the other hand, the value of ψ = 0.8 is very restrictive and reduces
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the number of correlated waveforms. For a value of ψ = 0.7 the noisy waveforms are
not selected and also a sufficient number of correlated waveforms is selected.
Another way to visualize the effect of the correlation coefficient in the selection of
families of waveforms, are the similarity matrices (CM). Figure 4.3 shows the CMs
for the different values of ψ selected, for ψ = 0.5 and ψ = 0.6 waveforms remain
with low correlation coefficients between them (blue color). For ψ = 0.8 a high value
of correlation coefficients is observed (blue light color and above), but there are few
waveforms selected. Finally, ψ = 0.7 shows a good correlation coefficient between all





Figure 4.1: (a) A set of waveforms recorded by 4 stations for 4 seismic events in a
relative time window. (b) CM matrix for waveforms in figure 4.1a. c) Dendrogram
for the waveforms in figure 4.1a. For the red line the family index is 0.5, and for
the green line the family index is 0.8.(d) Family of waveforms that belongs to family
number 2 for a FI of 0.5, for the waveforms in figure 4.1a. Relative time axis is




Figure 4.2: Families of events for different values of the cross-correlation coefficient
threshold ψ(a)ψ = 0.5, (b)ψ = 0.6, (c)ψ = 0.7, (d)ψ = 0.8. Waveforms are filtered in




Figure 4.3: Similarity matrices for different threshold ψ values (a)ψ = 0.5, (b)ψ =
0.6, (c)ψ = 0.7, ψ = 0.8.
4.4 Family Index (FI) selection
Section 2.3 and Appendix C describe the process to construct a dendrogram. It is
based on the similarity matrix CM and the algorithm will generate branches starting
from the most correlated waveforms it means the ones with the higher CC value,
and will continue linking them until the less correlated group of waveforms. For
that reason, selection of the FI value is related with the cross-correlation coefficients
threshold ψ discussed above. The threshold defines which waveforms are going to be
selected to form a family, and FI will decide which families are going to be considered
to analyze. FI was selected with a value lower than ψ in order to allow some noisy
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members that were not selected in the first instance to be considered as family. FI
is just allowing more diversity in the families constructed, and considering that some
noise waveforms are correlating with a lower CC value. The FI coefficient selection
will not affect or change the CC values and the waveforms grouping, but is related
with the number of observed families and their diversity. After these considerations,
a ψ of 0.7 a FI of 0.5 was selected.
4.5 Cross-Correlation in the Database
The GISMO correlation functions were used in order to find similar events in the
database, and automatically identify them. To realize this work, a series of MATLAB
programs were developed using the Antelope Matlab Toolbox to handle the wave-
form database from the project, combined with the GISMO functions to extract selected
waveforms. In order to determine the appropriate time window for every station wave-
form, the theoretical time travel of the P wave between the hypocenter of the event
and the location of the station was used. Different time windows were tested to de-
termine that an optimal time window of 50 seconds provides a good extraction of the
waveform(see Appendix D). The analysis was focused in the vertical component of
the events, where the Rg phase is a noticeable characteristic of shallow blast events
best recorded on the vertical component of the seismogram (Kulhanek, 2012).
Initially the cross-correlation routines were applied to events detected in one sta-
tion at a time. To further illustrate the methodology a subset of the database that
spans one week of data between 04/14/2014 and 04/20/2014 is described. It has less
events number (205) than the month of analyzed data (885). However, the proce-
dures for complete set were the same. In this example, station NF32 was selected,
because it has the highest number of correlated events above ψ = 0.7 compared with
the number of correlated events for other stations . Figure 4.4 shows the initial cross-
correlation where all of the event waveforms were cross-correlated. It is observed from
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the ubiquitous blue color that there are few events that correlate above 0.7 for this
station.
Figure 4.4: Similarity matrix for station NF32 for the 205 events in a week of data
from 04/14/2014 to 04/20/2014.
From the initial cross-correlation, events were selected having a CC above 0.7
forming a subset to observe their relationship.In figure 4.5 the CM matrix shows
some patterns that could be related with the families in this subset. In order to
understand the relation between the different events detected by NF32 in the subset,
we used the dendrogram information Figure(4.6), to group events into families of
similar events. For a family index FI = 0.5 we have 5 families. We can observe
in Figure 4.7 that GISMO generates families of waveforms that allows us to identify
events with the same similar initial conditions or genesis e.g the mine location.
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Figure 4.5: station NF32 similarity matrix for events with a cross-correlation coeffi-
cient above 0.7 in a week of data.
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Figure 4.6: Dendrogram for events with CC above 0.7 from NF32. For a FI of 0.5





Figure 4.7: Station NF32 waveform families, for events with a CC higher than 0.7
and a FI of 0.5, five families can be identified at that level. (a) Waveforms from
family 1 it can be observed that the event number correspond to the events in the
first branch of the dendrogram. (b) Family 3. (c) Family 2 and (d) Family 4 and (e)
Family 5.
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4.6 Stations cross-correlation information
After determining the correlation coefficient threshold ψ to use for the event dis-
crimination in the database, the next step was to apply the method to the events for
one month of data, looking for the best parameters to construct an adequate template
for identifying blasts in the database. A first step was to perform correlations for all
station in the network and all events, in order to look for patterns to automate the
template selection and the identification of waveforms that are more representative of
a family. However, this method did not perform well because it took excessive time
to process for a low number of identified blasts. For example, the week long dataset
just identified between 20 and 30 events from a total of 205. Specifically, waveforms
from a location like a coal mine are similar between them but different with wave-
forms from other locations, then CC’s are very low and not too much different from
correlating with noise. This is the reason to work with waveforms from events that
cluster spatially and select specific areas around this event clusters.
Area Selection
An important parameter defined in section 3.4 is ndef, that represents the number
of defining arrivals for an event. Several tests were run in order to determine the
number that will generate less spurious events without restricting small real events
(see Appendix B). A ndef of ten was selected as the best parameter value. In figure
4.8 for ndef values of 6 and 10 are shown as red-filled circles in order to visualize the
location effect. An ndef value of 10 indicate the majority of events cluster in areas
close to known mine locations.
In figure (4.9) selected areas around clusters are shown in purple. The areas were
selected manually surrounding the highest number of events in the proximity of the
cluster. However, an automatic selection by density was developed (see Appendix D)




Figure 4.8: Events after relocation for different ndef values (a) six, (b) ten. Events are
represented by red dots and stations by yellow triangles. Notice the cluster formation
in figure 4.8b.
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Figure 4.9: Study area, the six selected areas are shown in purple and overlaps a
region with clusters of events. Red triangles are the OIINK stations and yellow
triangles are TA stations, blue circles represent events with ndef above ten.
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Family Matrix (FM)
After a particular cluster area was defined, event waveforms in the area were
correlated between each other for every station that detected at least one of those
events. For example, the result of cross-correlation for Area Two is summarized in the
family matrix (FM) shown in figure 4.10. This family matrix shows station number
as rows, and event number as columns. Each color square is linked to a family index;
the colorbar helps to identify family index. For example, light blue defines family one,
which is the most common index in the matrix. In order to avoid spurious association
between two waveforms, families with at least three memberswere considered viable
for further analysis. In addition, a ψ threshold = 0.7 and FI= 0.5 was used to
construct families.
Figure 4.10: Family Matrix (FM) of events (columns) Vs stations (rows) by family
color. For a particular station (row) the identified families by the method are shown,
for example station 25 has 2 identified families (emphasized with an horizontal red
line). Also, for a particular event (column) stations that detected the event with




After finding the families of every event in the area with at least three members,
the distance between each event and every station was estimated in order for later
use as a search indicator. The matrix in Figure (4.11) shows the distance for every
event versus the stations that satisfied the defined constraints. The color is related
with the magnitude of the distance. A cold color represents a closer station, and a
hot color represent a far station; for example dark blue is less than 10 km and orange
is 200 km. Following the above described logic, the closest station that registered
Figure 4.11: Matrix of events Vs stations in Area 2. The color of the cell is defined
by the distance between the event origin and the station, a cold color represents a
short distance, and a hot color represents a long distance between them. As instance
light blue is 50 Km and orange is 200 Km.
the event in a family was selected for every event. After the station was chosen, the
family and the correlation matrix for the family was plotted in order for an analyst
to observe the family cluster and validate if it shows a blast family and if the event
is a member.
This method provides an assessment for those identified events that are actual




Figure 4.12: Family of events related and their similarity matrix, the waveforms are
almost identical with a cross-correlation above 0.9. but they were detected in different
dates. They probably belongs to the same source, a mine blast in South West Indiana.
month database.
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Chapter 5 Results and Discussion
5.1 Earthquake cross-correlation tests
One of the primary hypotheses for this research is blast events can be discrim-
inated from natural earthquakes. This can be quantified by poor cross-correlation
coefficients, and used as a method for filtering unwanted events in a database. In
order to do that a database of known earthquakes from the USGS catalog was con-
structed from the OIINK dataset. This database was processed with the methods
provided in chapter 3, and employed as a reference to our database in different tests.
Earthquake Vs Blast
A first test developed was to look for an earthquake inside the OIINK network, and
close to blasts in our database. A magnitude Md = 2.2 earthquake from 03/19/2014
(07:47:05 UTC) and 19 km SSW Barbourville, Kentucky was selected. Also, a blast
event was selected from the database with a magnitude of Ml = 2.2 occurred on
04/18/2014 at (21:23:57) UTC. Both events are located in the same region (Fig. 5.1)
very close each other and at relative same distance of the stations.
First, let see what happens with the closer station to both events, figure 5.1
shows KJ52 as the closest one. Waveforms from the earthquake event, blast event
and the result of the correlation is shown in figure 5.2. It is noticeable that the
cross-correlation is very low below 0.15.
The waveforms from both events are in figure 5.3a and b respectively. The simi-
larity matrix for the same three stations is plotted in figure 5.4. The CM indicates the
two events do not correlate. Also, a cross-correlation with all stations with arrivals
from both events was realized and the result was the same, no correlation (Fig. 5.5).
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Figure 5.1: Map of locations for 03/19/2014 earthquake and 04/18/2014 blast. The
earthquake is represented by an orange circle, and the blast is represented by a blue
circle.
In order to strengthen the argument of lack of correlation between earthquake and
blast, another two earthquakes in different locations of the project were compared
with close blasts. Figure 5.6 summarize event characteristics, compare the similar
location of earthquakes and blasts.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 shows waveforms and similarity matrix for both pairs of events.
In the second pair the blast waveform needed a longer time window than the other
pairs. A sixty seconds time window was employed, with the same result for both





Figure 5.2: Cross-correlation of an earthquake and a blast detected by vertical com-
ponent of station KJ52. Top: Waveform from 03/19/2014 earthquake. Center: wave-




Figure 5.3: Waveforms from the first five stations from the (a) 03/19/2014 earthquake
in similar location as a (b) blast occurred on 04/18/2014.
Figure 5.4: Similarity matrix for the first five waveforms from 03/19/2014 earthquake
Vs 04/18/2014 blast, it shows that they do not correlate.
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Figure 5.5: Similarity matrix for all stations that detected 2014/09/09 earthquake
and 2014/05/03 blast, it shows that they do not correlate.






Figure 5.7: Waveforms from a second earthquake in similar location as a blast.The
waveforms are from the first five stations from the (a) 05/13/2014 earthquake in





Figure 5.8: Waveforms from a third earthquake in similar location as a blast. The
waveforms are from the first five stations from the (a) 01/27/2015 earthquake in
similar location as a (b) blast occurred on 04/18/2014.
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Different waveform cross-correlation
The objective for the second test is to know if waveforms from one blast would
cross-correlate with another blast, and if that cross-correlation shows a noticeable
difference with the cross-correlation with earthquakes and aleatory noise. Also, the
test includes not a single station analysis but a group of stations.
A manmade event from Region 1 was selected to be correlated with a local earth-
quake detected in the database. The selection was based on the high value of CC with
other blasts in the same region recorded for a group of stations, but have different
offsets from the event origin. The selected earthquake occurred on 04/07/2014 at
19 : 01 and detected in the month of data analyzed. Also noise was extracted from
the same stations to correlate with the waveforms from the blast. A group of wave-
forms from one event and different stations will be defined as a template. In figure
5.9 blast seismograms were cross-correlated with themselves, with natural earthquake
seismograms, and noise seismograms.
In figure 5.9a the blast waveforms are shown at left and the similarity matrix at
right. The CM shows all the combinations of the waveforms with itself and the other
waveforms, summarizing eight waveforms: four from the original and four from the
waveforms compared. As expected, a waveform correlation with itself shows a CC
of one, and it is a brown pixel in the CM aligned in the diagonal autocorrelation
position.
Panel (b) shows earthquake waveforms at left and CM at right. The cross-
correlation was calculated for the waveforms from the blast in panel (a) and the
earthquake waveforms in panel (b). The similarity matrix shows no correlation be-
tween blast waveforms and natural earthquake waveforms.
Panel (c) shows noise waveforms extracted from the same stations in panel (a).
The CM shows no correlation between the waveforms. The similarity matrices from
panel (b) and (c) are very similar, showing that the cross-correlation between blast
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Figure 5.9: Cross-correlation between different kinds of waveforms. In order to ob-
serve the correlation of blasts with earthquakes 4 stations at different distances from
the same event were selected. Waveforms and CM’s are presented. A blast with itself
was correlated in panel (a), the CM shows a CC of 1 in the correspondent station
with itself and almost zero for the others. Panel (b) shows the cross- correlation of
blast in panel (a) with an earthquake in the study region, the CM shows almost no
correlation in all the stations. Finally the same procedure for the same blast with a
noisy waveform from the same stations is shown in panel (c), and it also shows no
correlation.
and earthquakes is similar to cross-correlating with noise, not providing a significant
CC value.
On the other hand, when the same group of stations and a waveform template
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was employed to look for other blasts in the database, there was observed correlation
with the original template. Figure (5.10) shows the results of correlating the template
shown in Figure 5.9 (panel a) with waveforms from other events and the same group of
stations. In the similarity matrix a high coefficient correlation was observed between
the same stations for different events. Based on this observation, the waveforms
with high correlation coefficients could be identified as blasts, which produced signals
almost identical to those of the original template.
Figure 5.10: Blast cross-correlation with similar events. The same template shown in
figure 5.9 was employed to cross-correlate with other events in the database. It can
be observed that similarity matrices show a high CC for the waveforms in the same
station for different events.
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Earthquake cross-correlation
The third step in testing the methodology with earthquakes is to cross-correlate
earthquakes from different regions with blasts in the same region. Known earthquakes
from the USGS catalog in the OIINK study region was selected and detected following
the methodology from chapter 3. An area surrounding the earthquake was visually
chosen in order to contain a good number of blasts. All events from our database in
the selected area were correlated with the Earthquake inside it. The map shows the
chosen earthquakes and the surrounding regions (Fig. 5.11).
Figure 5.11: Map of the regions selected to correlate earthquakes with the surrounding
events. Events in the database are in red. Earthquakes from the USGS Catalog are
green stars.
To show the interaction of selected earthquakes with the surrounding blasts sum-
marizing the cross-correlation of several events at the same time, a new parameter
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called Average correlation coefficient (AvCC) was defined; it is calculated as follows.
From the Correlation Matrix the value of the maximum correlation coefficient for
all the stations in the template are added and divided by the sum of the number
of stations. As an example, consider the template in Figure 5.9 (panel a). The
correlation-coefficient between the template and itself is one and the total sum will
be four because there are four stations. Dividing this sum by the number of stations
will yield an AvCC of one.
The following figures 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15 depict earthquakes cross-correlated
with blast waveforms. The template was created by using the four nearest stations
closest in proximity to the event cross-correlating with the blast waveforms from the
same four stations. The earthquakes presents an AvCoeff lower than 0.25 with any
surrounding blast. For that reason, we can assume that earthquakes do not cross-
correlate with nearby blasts in the OIINK study region.
Figure 5.12: Average Coefficient Correlation of earthquake on January 27, 2014.
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Figure 5.13: Average Coefficient Correlation of earthquake on August 4, 2014.
Figure 5.14: Average Coefficient Correlation of earthquake on November 5, 2014.
Figure 5.15: Average Coefficient Correlation of an earthquake on September 9, 2014.
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5.2 Correlation Application
Validation of selected events with a one station correlation method, utilized the
event in their family or cluster and the associated similarity matrix to display all
the events in the family to visual confirmation. For example, event occurred on
2014/04/23 at 20:45:07 inside the red boubdaries in figure (5.16), shows it is similar
with the other waveforms in the family, as demonstrated by the high correlation
coefficients in the similarity matrix in figure (5.17).
Figure 5.16: Cluster from event occurred on 2014/04/23 at 20:45:07 inside dotted red
lines, observe the similar waveforms in the family.
The methodology developed is a tool to decide if an event is a blast, because the
waveform can look different visually, they may be mathematically similar. Figure
(5.18) shows event occurred on 2014/04/12 at 14:05:58 belonging to a big family with
visual differences, but the similarity matrix in figure (5.19) shows high correlation
coefficients.
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Figure 5.17: Similarity matrix of the events in the same family as event ocurred on
2014/04/23 at 20:45:07.
The methodology shows that blasts can be identified, but they still require manual
analysis to relate the families with a particular location from a source as a coal or
limestone mine. Also, repetitive events can be identified, but individual events will
not be identified because they will not form a family.
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Figure 5.18: Cluster from event occurred on 04/12/2014 at 14:05:58 family. Some of
the waveforms could be look different in the family, but still having a high correlation
coefficient with other waveforms in the family.
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Figure 5.19: Similarity matrix of the events in the same cluster as event 04/12/2014
at 14:05:58.
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5.3 Blast discrimination results
The development of a method to differentiate between blasts and natural earth-
quakes started with the analysis of one week of data; subsequently the methodol-
ogy was verified, and employed to analyze thirty days of data (from 04/11/14 to
05/10/14), this period was selected because it includes at least one known event in
the area.
After the processing of vertical waveforms in the band from 1 to 10 Hz to deter-
mine detections, the data were associated, cleaned, relocated and their magnitudes
calculated. The data for the one month period generated:
• A total of 1305 events, including 131 teleseismic events, 18 regional events, and
885 local events.
• A total of 488 spurious events were cleaned up, and 102 were removed because
of its time proximity with events with higher ndef.
• 14604 arrivals were associated with the local events.
The correlation tool identified the blasts and discriminated them from the natural
earthquakes. From the six selected areas the regions close to an eastern Indiana mine
region correlated better than the areas in eastern Kentucky, producing more identified
blasts.
• Area 1 included 99 events and the individual station correlation method iden-
tified 88 blasts. The remaining events were visually analyzed and seven blasts
were identified as poorly located; the poor cross-correlation is understandable
as a result of the calculation of the theoretical travel times that was used to
extract the waveforms, which increases the amount of noise in the trace. The
number of identified spurious events was two, and another two events didn’t
correlate although the arrival identified and acceptable theoretical travel times
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for the different phases was allowable. These two events could be a different
kind of blast possessing a different kind of waveform that do not belong to a
family, or could be an individual blast.
• Area 2 recognized just 19 blast from 51 events in the region. Six of the remaining
events were blasts, but they did not appear in the correlation due to their high
noise content (see Fig. 5.20 ). A great number of events 18 were classified as
unknown, because the method couldn’t differentiate them. This is likely due to
the mines producing the events are outside and north of the OIINK array. A
cross-correlation between the 18 events was tried with lower values for ψ but
they did not correlate either, showing low CC values. Four spurious and four
mislocated events were observed in that region. An example of this is shown in
figure 5.21.
• Area 3 contained 92 events and 84 of them were effectively recognized. From
the remaining, six were spurious events and their ndef is lower than eight. The
remaining 2 events are a type of blast that is not identified by the routine, and
looking similar to earthquakes.
• Area 4 grouped 29 events and 23 of them were blasts. Three are events that
look like earthquakes and do not correlate. One mislocated blast was found,
and two spurious events.
• Area 5 recognized 58 total events. Of that, 19 were identified blasts by the
method, eight were spurious events, 20 unknown type blast events, six mislo-
cated events, and 5 noisy events.
• Area 6 was selected to cross-correlate the known earthquake in the database
with surrounding blasts. Of that, 11 were identified as blasts, seven were spu-
rious events, threes mislocated events and one earthquake.
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Figure 5.20: Noisy blast example from Area 2 that was not discriminate by the
method.
Figure 5.21: Example of a Blast similar to an earthquake from Area 2.
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Figure 5.22 summarize the data developed above.
Figure 5.22: Summary of events in all regions selected to apply the discrimination
method. Emphasized in blue are the percentage that every kind of event represent.
Consequently, from 351 events inside the selected areas 244 blast were identified
by the discrimination method. They represent 70 % of the events analyzed. Total
spurious events was 29, non-correlating events totaled to 45, 21 events were mis-
located, and eleven events were high-noise blasts. The non-correlating events need
additional analysis with other methods such as template matching, or the method
developed by Kafka (1990) for low frequency content discrimination. A better un-
derstanding why they did not correlate is necessary. Figure 5.23 summarizes the
percentage distribution of the event types found.
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Figure 5.23: Summary of the different event types percentage distribution.
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5.4 Template Matching
The development of an automatic selection of a template was unsuccessful, al-
though different approaches were applied to construct the template. Approaches
included choosing:
• The stations with more events. All detected events for every station was counted
and the first three, four or five stations with the highest number of events were
selected to construct a template.
• The events with more arrivals. From events with the highest number of arrival
a template of the three, four or five closest station was constructed.
• The stations closest to the events. In a simple way the first three, four or
five stations closest stations were selected and a template was constructed to
cross-correlate with all the other events.
• The event with higher CC values was selected, and waveforms from the closest
stations and the three components instead of just the vertical component.
However, all of these approaches were unsatisfactory. The success of the au-
tomated templates was small, and the processing was time consuming for a small
number of identified events.
All the template criteria attempts were tested employing the Average Correlation
Coefficient (AvCC) algorithm, and the results were very low in value. Few of the
one week timewindow events had an AvCC above 0.35, and there was a possibility
to confuse them with earthquakes. However, a test of correlation of earthquakes in
the area showed that they don’t present an AvCC higher than 0.25 when they are
correlated with blasts.
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The results do indicate the count using a selection of families by regions works,
and it may be possible to construct an automatic template using the information
from family-derived criteria in order to recognize possible mislocated events.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion
The main objective for this work was to develop a semi-automated waveform
matching technique that discriminates and separates anthropogenic seismic events
from natural earthquakes. This objective was achieved using the waveform cross-
correlation criteria, for a number of selected areas where a fraction of the detected
events were effectively identified as blasts. Another objective was to construct a
reliable catalog of blast events to reduce the analysis time required in this process,
as well as a database with the main event characteristics (origin, arrivals associated,
origin time, distance from the stations). However, the development of an efficient
automatic template generator, was not possible with the criteria employed. This was
determined by a low success rate manifested with arbitrarily selected waveforms and
the number of events analyzed.
Although a method that effectively discriminates between man-made earthquakes
and natural earthquakes was developed, it could be improved using other approaches
and/or criteria. For example, the construction of a template based partially on the
experience and expertise of an analyst would allow more accurate differentiation.
Another possible approach could be to use the family of blast identified waveforms
to construct a template to evaluate time series data.
Earthquake and blasts in general do not have a noticeable cross-correlation co-
efficient CC, in all the test they have an average correlation coefficient below 0.25
when correlated with blasts. This is an important characteristic because it allow us
to use correlation methods, and have confidence of not filtering out local earthquakes;
however, it is important to be careful with the parameters in order to preserve the
few earthquakes in the dataset. If the value of the threshold ψ is low, earthquakes
could correlate with the blasts because of effect of shallow phases content, e.g. Rg
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phase.
The discrimination method requires repetitive events in order for individual events
to be identified. Observed events inside the network are better identified by the cross-
correlation method, but areas outside the network area have diminished effectiveness
by the 50% or more (e.g. Area 2). The method requires an analyst decision for
determining if an event is a blast or earthquake, based on the family definition for
blasts. The methods and routines deliver a more time effective approach, but do not
totally eliminate the need for experienced manual analysis.
As a final product, we generated a blast database for the region covered by the
Phase III of the OIINK project for the month of April 2014. These data will contribute
to improving the earthquake catalog used by researchers to calculate the regional
earthquake hazard, particularly in terms of rates of seismicity.
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Appendix A Detection parameters
Parameter definition for dbdetect
As mentioned in section 3.3 the Antelope program employed was dbdetect. It
runs (STA/LTA) detection across filtered data files and write detection records to the
detection table, when a number of conditions set in the parameter file are fulfilled.
The detection parameters were determined based in the characteristic observed
in the local events data. One of the main characteristic is the frequency band used
to filter the data for waveform processing, a single band-pass Butterworth filter was
used to detect local events. If multiple band passes were used to process data, there
could be multiple detections for a given arrival. many events produce enough power
over a broad range of frequency that those events would be detected by more than
one filter. Then in later processing steps the preliminary location could be affected
giving more weight to the site with multiple bands detected and change the location
definition. Also, the detections could be subdivided to create another event in the
database. Another reason to discard the multiple bands approximation, is that energy
from different frequency bands does not arrive at a site simultaneously, this would
produce mislocated events because detection from different bands would be assigned
for different sites, and the timing for the arrivals would be different.
Based in the work from Kafka (1990) low frequency small band filters were applied
to the database in order to detect blasts an avoid natural earthquakes. However, some
blast showed energy in different bands and some of them were detected in one band
and other blasts in a different one (Figure 1). Different low frequency bands were
tested, figure 1 shows three low frequency bands from four that were applied: (a)
0.1-0.3 Hz; (b) 0.3-0.5 Hz; (c) 0.5-0.7 Hz; and (d) 0.7-0.9 Hz. However a bunch
of frequency bands below 1 Hz were tested, with similar results. For that reason,
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using one small low frequency band will not detect some blast and they will continue
introducing noise to a natural earthquake database construction. Also, some of the
bands detected natural earthquakes too (Figure 2), making the filter ineffective. For
that reasons the approximation for low frequency bands filter was discarded and a
single broader band was employed.
Figure 1: Example of application of one of the different low frequency bands detection
teste in a blast signal: (a) 0.1-0.3 Hz; (b) 0.3-0.5 Hz; (c) 0.5-0.7 Hz; and (d) 0.7-0.9 Hz.
It is noticeable that frequency (a) is too low to produce detections in this example.
In order to use a frequency band that works for blasts or earthquakes, it has to
be open enough to keep the blast low frequency content and also the earthquake high
frequency content. To observe what are the blasts and earthquakes frequency content
with distance, spectrograms at different distances from the origin were constructed
(Figure 3). In the figure waveforms as were recorder from four stations of varying
offsets are shown, and the corresponding spectrograms for a blast and a natural
earthquake.
The example in figure 3 shows that a blast appears in good condition in the 0.1-
10 Hz frequency band because of the low frequency content, the offsets at which the
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Figure 2: Low frequency bands detection applied in an earthquake signal. Notice
that just band (d) (0.7-0.9Hz) could make a detection.
event is observable is just until 2 in this case. While the earthquake consistently
produces high frequency signal from 2 Hz to above, however when the offset is higher
the low frequency is remaining below 10 Hz. For that reason a frequency band to keep
the main characteristics ofboth type of events is the band from 1 to 10 Hz, becoming
the band employed in the detection process.
Observing the quality of arrivals by eye for many events filtered from 1-10 Hz,
and comparing them with other frequency ranges ( e.g. 0.5-5.0 Hz, 2-10 Hz, and 3Hz
high pass) the election of the band for the detection was confirmed. As an example,
figure 4 shows how a blast appears at different offsets as filtered by four pass bands.
At close offset waveforms look similar for all filters, however as offset increases, the
bands 0.5-5.0 Hz and 1-10Hz yields the clearest arrivals for blasts, this filter cuts out
predominant background noise. Although in figure(5) the same bands are used to
filter a local earthquake and bands 1-10Hz and 2-10Hz are the clearest. Also, the
common frequency band for both is again 1-10Hz. The 1-10Hz filter also prevents
many high frequency noise detections that a higher frequency filter introduce.
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Figure 3: Waveforms and spectrograms for a blast and an earthquake as recorded at
stations at offsets increasing from 0.1◦ to 2.0◦ from the epicenters for each event.
In Antelope modules data is analyzed following the parameters introduced in a
parameter file (pf) specially designed for every module. For dbdetect this parameters
control how much data are processed at once, the averaging type, and window lenghts
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Figure 4: Waveforms filtered in 4 bands at stations at offsets increasing from 0.1◦ to
2.0◦ from the epicenters for the same event.
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Figure 5: Waveforms of an earthquake filtered in 4 bands at stations at offsets in-
creasing from 0.1◦ to 2.0◦ from the epicenters for the same event.
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for the STA/LTA calculations.
• the process twin parameter controls the lengths of time to data process. Set-
ting this value too low will results in reading from the disk more often while
setting it too high may exhaust system memory. The value employed was 60.
• An RMS average was employed for the STA/LTA calculation for the parameter
ave type set to rms.
• The STA window length sta twin was set to 1s because a 1Hz lower cutoff is
being used, also 1s was defined for the minimun window allowed sta tmin.
• For the lta twin parameter that defines the LTA window a 10s limit was set,
in order to catch events with small time windows but with the risk of allowing
numerous spurious detections. A much larger value would inhibit detections for
events occurring within small time windows.
• For a detection to be made, the STA/LTA ratio must rise above thresh.The
parameter thresh with a value of 5 for the STA/LTA ratio was defined.
• Also the STA/LTA ratio must remain above thresh off of 2.5.
The rest of the parameters in the pf file was set to default having the same values of
the generic pf in Antelope software.
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Appendix B Association parameters
Parameters definition for dbgrassoc
The detections were processed with a grid associator dbgrassoc to associate them
with distinct events. This module uses travel time grid files to search for optimal
hypocenters with which a group of detections could be associated, and treated as
candidate arrivals. The hypocenter location are selected from the theoretical moveout
for the most stations arrivals that most closely matches the observed detections. The
travel time grid files are constructed with the program ttgrid.
The geographic origins for candidate arrivals are provided by travel time grids.
The program ttgrid just need to run one time to construct the travel time grids
needed for processing. Following the parameters in a pf file, the files are constructed
in an equal-distance projection according to a latitude-longitude range with a three-
dimensional grid node density. Travel times are calculated by ttgrid with a velocity
model defined by the user, the calculation includes each grid node to each station in
the database’s site table.
The average station spacing for the OIINK network is about 25 Km, this informa-
tion is important to determine the grid-node density, because it is good to have a grid
denser that the density of the station spacing. Ideally the finer the grid the higher
the resolution and events would be better located. However, it also increases the time
processing and machine resources, then a reasonable agreement between resolution
and cpu processing time is necessary. For the immediate station area, an ideal sta-
tion spacing would be less that the magnitude of the best-location error ellipse. For
example, for a local event with an upper crust velocity of 5-6 km/s and a clustering
window of 2.5 s (the effective residual is +/-1.25 s) the location error would be 1.25
s * 6 Km/s = 7.5 Km, a grid node-density lower than the error would work. A 5
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Km grid dimension is a round number that should be reasonable for the expected
residuals, and it generates an smooth grid with good resolution. The grid nodes were
spaced horizontally by 5 Km, and vertically the layers were also separated by 5 Km.
The grid processing is the most time-consuming aspect of the preliminary-location,
sets of detections are passed through the grid association searching for possible lo-
cations from which they could have originated. The processing steps are developed
in the BRTT (2016) manuals for dbgrassoc, however a brief explanation with the
parameter values election will be presented below.
• Parameter process tcycle defines the time difference between the first and
last detection from a time-ordered group of detections ready to be processed.
This parameter limits the length of the processing set avoiding to saturate the
computer memory. The default value of zero was employed, it allows to order
and process all detection in the set.
• Detections are processed in groups of process time window length. This pa-
rameter constrain the maximum time difference to be expected from earthquake
arrivals. It was set to 500s as the default value.
• One of the most important parameters is cluster twin that defines the time
window to the detections to cluster and is defined separately for each grid.
Clustered detections are counted for each grid node and the node that has the
greatest number of clustering arrivals is defined as the origin, and the average
clustering time is set as the origin time. The value of cluster twin was defined
as 2.5s considering the possible sources of arrival-times errors for local events
like velocity model errors, and timing errors from grid finiteness. Considering
we are interested in detecting local blasts the same value was defined for the
three grids.
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• After an origin is found another important parameter is nsta thresh that de-
fines the minimum number of detections that clustered whitin cluster twin
in order to declare an event. Also, any detections that cluster within 2x
cluster twin are associated with the event, but are considered to be non-
defining arrivals. Because the residuals are too large, picks from these non-
defining arrival should not be used for event relocations.
• Later dbgrassoc attemps to fit S-arrivals with the origin. It is recommended
(Carpenter, 2010) to set the try S parameter to no to avoid mis-locations, also
the parameter associate S set to yes. That means the associator would return
to the candidate-arrivals list and attempts to fit S-arrivals to the candidate
arrivals. All defining and non-defining associated arrivals are removed from the
list for a moment, to process the remaining arrivals until no sets of at least
nsta thresh detections can be associated with any nodes.
Each grid was related with a different value for the nsta thresh parameter, these
values were set to increase with the scale of the grid because, small values allows
grid associator to associate almost any set of detections to a distant grid node. The
value of 10 was set to the local grid nsta thresh parameter, after running a series of
tests to observer the behavior of the events produced with lower and higher values,
lower values produced a lot of spurious events, and higher values were very restrictive
missing to associate small local events. The regional grid nsta thresh parameter
was set to 12 and for the global grid was set to 15.
After removing all possible events from a subset of detections, a larger set is con-
structed appending the next set of time-ordered candidate arrivals and this large set
is recursively processed in the same way. The process continues until all the candidate
arrivals in the original time-ordered list are analyze. This type of reprocessing allows
all arrivals from a event to be associated.
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There is an option to assess origin uniqueness when dbgrassoc tries to add a
new origin to database, in order to avoid that a single earthquake may be subdivided
during the grid processing. The option is turn on when the command -noassoc is
not written in the command line in the moment to run the associator. There is a
smart association process that performs origin-comparison checking with each new
associated candidate origin and a subset of the already populated database. If the
smart association finds a new origin associated with an old origin, a prefered origin
prefor is determined. The origin with the largest number of defining arrivals (ndef)
is defined as prefor for all associated origins. If two origins has the same ndef, then
the origin with the lowest SDR is selected as prefor. The remaining parameters were
left as the default pf file for dbgrassoc.
Scenarios for optimal ndef determination
For the optimal number of defining arrivals ndef, several test with different scenar-
ios were run, starting with a ndef of six to a ndef of fourteen. A database of known
earthquakes from the USGS catalog was constructed, they were selected because oc-
curred in the influence area and operating time of the OIINK network. This events
were detected in OIINK database and processed by the same routines described in
chapter 3. Using those earthquakes as location reference, maps of different scenarios
were constructed and compared to evaluate which was the best option for ndef value.
The visual observation determined that a ndef equal to ten, is the best parameter to
employ.
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Appendix C Dendrogram construction
Dendrogram construction will be developed with the similarity matrix from the
example in section 2.2 for a group of six seismic traces. The traces are named as
(A,B, C, D, E and F):

A B C D E F
A 1.0 0.7118 0.6294 0.2664 0.5846 0.5761
B 0.7118 1.0 0.5262 0.3182 0.4909 0.5408
C 0.6294 0.5262 1.0 0.2789 0.7034 0.6917
D 0.2664 0.3182 0.2789 1.0 0.2031 0.2487
E 0.5846 0.4909 0.7034 0.2031 1.0 0.8504
F 0.5761 0.5408 0.6917 0.2487 0.8504 1.0

(1)
The similarity matrix shows the same cross-correlation coefficient (CC) in posi-
tions ij and ji because are the same two traces being correlated. That kind of matrix
is a symmetric matrix. GISMO works with the difference to one(DTO) values of the
CC’s (DTO = 1 − CC) in order to use the minimum euclidian distances method
described below. The resultant matrix is:

A B C D E F
A 0 0.2882 0.3706 0.7336 0.4154 0.4239
B 0.2882 0 0.4738 0.6818 0.5091 0.4592
C 0.3706 0.4738 0 0.7211 0.2966 0.3083
D 0.7336 0.6818 0.7211 0 0.7969 0.7513
E 0.4154 0.5091 0.2966 0.7969 0 0.1496




There are 15 values DTO in the example:
0.2882 0.3706 0.7336 0.4154 0.4239 0.4738 0.6818 0.5091
0.4592 0.7211 0.2966 0.3083 0.7969 0.7513 0.1496
Clearly the minimum DTO coefficient is 0.1496 between traces E and F. GISMO
employs the minimum euclidian distance method to construct the dendrogram, this
method in simple words just looks for the minimum value of the DTO coefficients in
every iteration and group the traces or objects that are related. To star the iteration
each object is assigned to one cluster or family, then in the beginning there are six
families. The objective is to group those six families such at the end of the iterations,
only one single family consist of the whole six original objects will be generated.
In each step of the iteration, the pair of families with the minimum DTO will be
find. In this case, the families with the minimum value of 0.1496 are E and F, thus
objects E and F will be grouped in a family (E,F). After that, the correlation matrix
will be update. Correlation coefficient between ungrouped clusters will not change
from the original matrix.

A B C D E,F
A 0 0.2882 0.3706 0.7336 ?
B 0.2882 0 0.4738 0.6818 ?
C 0.3706 0.4738 0 0.7211 ?
D 0.7336 0.6818 0.7211 0 ?
E,F ? ? ? ? 0

(3)
To calculate the coefficient for the new family (E,F) and the other clusters a linkage
rule is defined. Using the input matrix, DTO between family (E,F) and family A is
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computed as:
DTO(E,F )→A = min(DTOE,A, DTOF,A) = min(0.4154, 0.4239) = 0.4154 (4)
For object B
DTO(E,F )→B = min(DTOE,B, DTOF,B) = min(0.5091, 0.4592) = 0.4592 (5)
Evaluating for the other traces DTO(E,F )→C = 0.2966 and DTO(E,F )→D = 0.7513.
Then the updated cross-correlation matrix becomes

A B C D E,F
A 0 0.2882 0.3706 0.7336 0.4154
B 0.2882 0 0.4738 0.6818 0.4592
C 0.3706 0.4738 0 0.7211 0.2966
D 0.7336 0.6818 0.7211 0 0.7513
E,F 0.4154 0.4592 0.2966 0.7513 0

(6)
Ordering the DTO coefficients in a line, we observe that DTO between traces A
and B is the new minimum, then we group both objects in one family (A,B).
0.2882 0.3706 0.7336 0.4154 0.4738 0.6818 0.4592 0.7211 0.2966 0.7513
Using the input DTO matrix(size 6 by 6) 2, distance between families C and (A,B)
is computed as:
DTO(A,B)→C = min(DTOA,C , DTOB,C) = min(0.3706, 0.4738) = 0.3706 (7)
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DTO between families (A,B) and (E,F), is the minimum DTO between all objects
involved in the two families
DTO(A,B)→(E,F ) =
min(DTOA,E, DTOA,F , DTOB,E, DTOB,F ) =
min(0.4154, 0.4239, 0.5091, 0.4592) = 0.4154
(8)
Similarly, DTO between family (A,B) and D is DTO(A,B)→D = 0.6818
Then the updated DTO matrix is

A,B C D E,F
A,B 0 0.3706 0.6818 0.4154
C 0.3706 0 0.7211 0.2966
D 0.6818 0.7211 0 0.7513
E,F 0.4154 0.2966 0.7513 0

(9)
Aligning DTO for the new matrix, the new minimum DTO is 0.2966 between
families (E,F) and C. Thus we cluster them together into family ((E,F),C).
0.3706 0.6818 0.4154 0.7211 0.2966 0.7513
DTO between families ((E,F),C) and (A,B) is calculated as
DTO((E,F ),C)→(A,B) =
min(DTOE,A, DTOE,B, DTOF,A, DTOF,B, DTOC,A, DTOC,B) =
min(0.4154, 0.5091, 0.4239, 0.4592, 0.3706, 0.4738) = 0.3706
(10)
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DTO between family ((E,F),C) and family D is DTO((E,F ),C)→D = 0.7211. The
updated cross-correlation matrix is given below

A,B D (E,F ), C
A,B 0 0.6818 0.3706
D 0.6818 0 0.7211
(E,F ), C 0.3706 0.7211 0

(11)
Aligning the coefficients of the new matrix we notice that the minimum DTO now is
0.3706 between families ((E,F),C) and (A,B).
0.6818 0.3706 0.7211
After that families ((E,F),C) and (A,B) are merged in one big family (((E,F),C),(A,B)).
The DTO is the computation between the two remaining families (((E,F),C),(A,B))
and D.
DTO(((E,F ),C),(A,B))→D =
min(DTOE,D, DTOF,D, DTOC,D, DTOA,D, DTOB,D) =
min(0.7336, 0.6818, 0.721, 0.7969, 0.7513) = 0.6818
(12)
The DTO matrix is presented below:

(((E,F ), C), (A,B)) D




The last step is to merge the remaining two families, there is going to be one single
family containing the whole six traces. Summarizing the results of computation:
1. In the beginning there are 6 families: A,B,C,D,E and F
2. Families E and F were merged into family (E,F) at DTO 0.1496.
3. Families A and B were merged into family (A,B) at DTO 0.2882.
4. Families (E,F) and C were merged into family ((E,F),C) at DTO 0.2966.
5. Families ((E,F),C) and (A,B) were merged into family (((E,F),C),(A,B)) at
DTO 0.3706.
6. Clusters (((E,F),C),(A,B)) and D were merged at DTO 0.6818 .
7. The last family contain all the objects, thus conclude de computation.
Now, using this information the final result can be draw as a dendrogram. The den-
drogram is drawn based on the DTO coefficient to merge the families above (Figure
6).
Figure 6: Dendrogram constructed with the example DTO matrix 2. The families
are merged following the DTO calculated value.
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Appendix D Cross-correlation parameters definition
Time window selection
In order to observe the effect of the time window length employed to calculate the
cross-correlation in the value of the cross-correlation coefficient, a test was developed
with two events in the same station. The waveforms were correlated with different
time windows value, from 220 seconds to 20 seconds of timewindow.
For events very close to the station (less than 0.1◦), the CC value varied very
slowly with the time windows, growing up with the time window reduction. Figure
7 shows the change in the CC for every time window in figure 7, the coefficient is
growing slowly for every reduction of the time windows. In figure 9 the plot of the
CC Vs the time window length is displayed, there is no important change for the
maximum cross-correlation coefficient. Under those conditions, it looks like the CC
for near offset events is not affected with time window variation. However if the
waveforms are cut in the middle of the event signal CC will be affected, also if the
time window is large there is a risk to include another event signal in the waveform.
For events far from the station (less than 2◦, CC is also varying with the time
window variation, until event signals are affected by the time window cut. The highest
CC occurs around the 50 seconds time windows. Figure 10 shows the plot of CC Vs
time window length, also it is noticeable that CC variation is higher than the small
offset case. The CC variation is noticeable in figure in the cross-correlation plots for
different time windows.
Summarizing the time window length affects in more grade to far offset events
that near offset events, in order to preserve the higher CC value, a time window of
50 seconds will work for both near and far offset events.
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Figure 7: Time window variation for two small offset events (< 0.1◦) detected in the
same station, the time window size is a) 220 s; b) 160 s; c) 100 s; d)50 s; e) 30 s and
f) 20 s.
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Figure 8: Cross-correlation coefficients for two near offset events, the CC plot is
related with time windows in figure 7.a) 220 s; b) 160 s; c) 100 s; d)50 s; e) 30 s and
f) 20 s.
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Figure 9: Variation of CC with time window length for the cross-correlation of two
near offset events.
Figure 10: Variation of CC with time window length for the cross-correlation of two
far offset events
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Figure 11: Cross-correlation coefficients for two far offset events(< 2◦).a) 220 s; b)
160 s; c) 100 s; d)50 s; e) 30 s and f) 20 s. .
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Areas selection
Figure 4.9 shows the selected areas that was delimited to apply the cross-correlation
method. At the beginning those areas were chosen manually delimiting the cluster
extension in the areas close to known working mines. However, in order to make an
analytical approximation the study area was divided in a grid of 0.5 by 0.5 degrees in
extension, and the number of events in that grid was counted and a density matrix
was constructed. One way to visualize this matrix is relating the density value for a
grid node with a particular color and plot all nodes as pixels (see figure 12).
Figure 12: Map of events in a grid of 0.5 degree by 0.5 degree
Also when the matrix overlaps a region map with the event locations, is noticeable
that the areas with higher density are also the mine locations, and are similar to the
selected areas in figure 4.9. With this analysis the area selection was validated and a
method to automatically select areas was developed.
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Figure 13: Overlap map of event density
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